Wholesale Orders Welcome

SILVER WELD THROUGH SHEET METAL

VOLKSWAGEN

Split Screen
Bay Window
Pickup
Split Screen - Floors

- **A** - S38889 - Cab tool chest / tool box under bench seat 55-62
- **B** - S85123 - Seat rails and seat brackets LHD Bus 08/62-07/67
- **C** - S99795 - Front centre reinforcement between side members Bus 55-67
- **D** - S35686 - Complete cab floor LHD Bus 55-59
- **E** - S35687 - Complete cab RHD Bus 55-59
- **F** - S35688 - Complete cab floor inc handbrake brackets LHD Bus 60-67
- **G** - S35689 - Complete cab floor inc handbrake brackets RHD Bus 60-67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your
Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Floors

A - S28344 - Cargo floor half LHD Left Bus 50-7/67
B - S28345 - Cargo floor half LHD Right Bus 50-7/67
C - S87389 - Cargo floor half RHD Right side Bus 50-7/67
D - S87390 - Cargo floor half RHD Left side Bus 50-7/67
E - S00135 - Gas bottle tray Left Bus 55-67
F - S00136 - Battery tray Right Bus 55-66
G - S00171 - Engine bay cover side plate Left 55-67
H - S00172 - Engine bay cover side plate Right 55-67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Floors

A - S77577 - Support frame under ribbed floor Bus 1/60-7/67

B - S77576 - Support frame under ribbed floor Bus 3/55-12/59
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Wheel Arches

A - S37994 - Complete seat mount panel Left Bus 55-67
B - S37995 - Complete seat mount panel Right Bus 55-67
C - S88456 - Inner rear wheel tub Left 3/55-7/62
D - S88468 - Inner rear wheel tub Right 3/55-7/62
E - S55153 - Inner rear wheel tub Left 8/62-7/67
F - S55154 - Inner rear wheel tub Right 8/62-7/67
G - S23687 - Bulkhead bench seat backrest stop 3/55-7/62
H - S42955 - Triple position bench seat mounts 55-67
I - S23349 - Early Split Screen Bench Seat upper mounts
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Wholesale Orders Welcome

Split Screen - Doors

A - S38655 - Complete cab door Left 3/55-12/60
B - S38656 - Complete cab door Right 3/55-12/60
C - S36693 - Complete cargo door with handle hole Bus 59-63
D - S36593 - Complete cargo door without handle hole Bus 59-63
E - S36694 - Complete cargo door with handle hole Bus 1/61-7/63
F - S36695 - Complete cargo door with handle hole Bus 8/63-7/67
G - S36594 - Complete cargo door without handle hole Bus 1/61-7/63
H - S36595 - Complete cargo door without handle hole Bus 8/63-7/67
**Split Screen - Door Hinges**

**A** - S00273 - Complete cab door top hinge Left Bus 50-67

**B** - S11273 - Complete cab door top hinge Right Bus 50-67

**C** - S00274 - Complete cab door bottom hinge fits Left Bus 50-67

**D** - S11274 - Complete cab door bottom hinge fits Right Bus 50-67

**E** - S36688 - Cargo door hinge front upper Rear lower Bus 3/55-12/60

**F** - S36596 - Cargo door hinge front lower Rear upper Bus 3/55-12/60
Split Screen - Complete Door Handle Sets

A - S45693 - 55-58
B - S45695 - 59-61
C - S45697 - 1 x Locking handleS 59-61
D - S67569 - Double side door 2 x locking handleS 59-61
E - S23344 - 2 x locking handles 01/61-07/63
F - S45698 - 1 x Locking cab door handle 1/61-07/63
G - S67570 - 2 x Locking cab handles 01/61-07/63
H - S45696 - Set Early 1964
I - S37688 - Set on T code keys late 64-66
J - S37699 - Set 1967
K - S67571 - 1 x Locking cab door handle single cab 59-61
L - S67572 - 1 x Locking cab handle single cab 1/61-07/63
M - S65554 - Double cab pick up 59-61
N - S65555 - Double cab pick up 1/61-07/63
O - S37499 - Set on T code keys Double cab late 64-66
P - S37500 - Set on T code keys Double cab 1967
Q - S37501 - Set on T code keys Single cab late 64-66
R - S37502 - Set on T code keys Single cab 1967
S - S34767 - Set of lock barrels for early Bus 55-7/63
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Rear Hatch

A = S92351 - Rear hatch for standard bus 55-63
B = S92350 - Rear hatch for 15 & 23 window bus 55-63
C = S32145 - Rear hatch Bus 8/63-7/66
D = S54378 - Rear hatch Bus 8/66-7/71
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Wholesale Orders Welcome

Split Screen - Cargo Door Locks

A - S23789 - Cargo door large lock mechanism with locking rods Bus 3/55-7/62
B - S37845 - Cargo door lock mechanism with rods Bus 3/55-7/62
C - S87906 - Cargo door large lock mechanism with locking rods Bus 8/62-7/67
D - S37946 - Cargo door lock mechanism with rods Bus 8/62-7/67
E - S00198 - Lock mechanism for locking handle Bus 50-60
F - S36734 - Lock mechanism for locking handle 60-63
G - S00199 - Lock mechanism for non locking handle Bus 50-60
H - S36733 - Lock mechanism for non locking handle 60-63
I - S29002 - Door lock mechanism Left Bus 64-67
J - S92003 - Door lock mechanism Right Bus 64-67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Front Panels

A = S26479 - Windscreen top half repair with safari window mount holes 55-67
B = S00005 - Windscreen bottom half repair 55-67
C = S54555 - Front panel skin up to the bottom of the window Bus 4/55-6/59
D = S32532 - Front panel skin up to the bottom of the window with bullet indicators Bus 7/59-7/63
E = SS32535 - Front panel skin up to the bottom of the window with fisheye indicators Bus 8/63-7/67
F = S00564 - Bullet indicator housing mounting plate T1 & T2 60-63
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Front Panels

A - S12900 - Front panel inner dash support Bus 55-67
B - S98891 - Inner front valance panel below headlamps Bus 55-67
C - S0007 - Inner front valance large iron holes LHD Bus 57-67
D - S33488 - A post to valance bracket Left 55-67
E - S33489 - A post to valance bracket Right 55-67
F - S06478 - Lower & upper front panel repair large bumper iron hole 6.5 inch 59-67
G - S12899 - Complete front inner frame assembly LHD Bus 55-67
Wholesale Orders Welcome
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Front Panels/Dashboard

A - K37289 - Headlamp bowl Left or Right 12/62-7/67
B - K37288 - Headlamp bowl Left or Right Beetle 47-67 Bus 50-63
C - S34766 - Complete dashboard LHD Bus 3/55-4/61
D - S87588 - Complete dashboard RHD Bus 3/55-4/61
E - S32146 - Dashboard under tray Bus 3/55-4/61
F - S28848 - Rubber steering cushion and clamp Bus 52-67
G - S00946 - Rubber knee protector in black 55-67
H - S00947 - Rubber knee protector in grey 55-67
A - S29077 - Complete bulk head Bus 8/55-7/62
B - S35368 - Bulk head top cover Bus 8/55-7/62
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Side Panels/Windows

A - S00099 - Full side panel for non side door side of van Left side LHD 55-62
B - S00104 - Rear side panel for side door side Left side RHD 55-62
C - S00100 - Full side panel for non side door side of van Right side RHD 55-62
D - S00105 - Rear side panel for side door side Right side LHD 55-62
E - S35968 - Complete upper side panel LHD & Double door bus Left side 55-07/67
F - S35966 - Complete upper side panel RHD & Double door bus Left side 55-07/67
G - S35969 - Complete upper side panel RHD bus Right side 55-07/67
H - S35967 - Complete upper side panel LHD & Double door bus Right side 55-07/67
A - S63258 - Side panel reinforcement vertical rear right Bus 3/55-3/63
B - S63257 - Side panel reinforcement vertical rear left Bus 03/55-03/63
C - S63255 - Side panel inner support full height Bus 3/55-7/67
D - S75126 - Long side panel reinforcement 36mm profile 2 needed per Bus 03/55-07/67
E - S75125 - Side panel reinforcement 31mm profile Bus 03/55-07/67
F - S75127 - Long side panel reinforcement 10mm profile 1 needed per Bus 3/55-7/67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Side Windows

A - S38425 - Side window inner repair panel for 2 windows Left side Bus 55-07/67
B - S84569 - Side window inner repair panel for 2 windows Right side Bus 55-07/67
C - S37953 - Side window inner repair panel for 4 windows Left side Bus 55-07/67
D - S47953 - Side window inner repair panel for 4 windows Right side Bus 55-07/67
A - S00107 - Rear side panel for side door side Right side LHD 3/63-66
B - S00101 - Full side panel for non side door side of van Left side LHD 63-67
C - S00102 - Full side panel for non side door side of van Right side RHD 63-66
D - S00106 - Rear side panel for side door side Left side RHD 63-67
A - S45389 - Rear corner complete left Bus 03/55-57
B - S63964 - Rear corner complete right Bus 03/55-57
C - S53621 - Rear corner complete left Bus 57-59
D - S65218 - Rear corner complete right Bus 57-59
E - S54712 - Rear corner complete left Bus 59-07/61
F - S54713 - Rear corner complete right Bus 59-07/61
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Rear Corners

A - S15896 - Rear corner complete left Bus 08/61-12/63
B - S15897 - Rear corner complete right Bus 08/61-12/63
C - S45689 - Complete rear corner Left Bus 64-67
D - S45690 - Complete rear corner Right Bus 64-67
Split Screen - Rear Valance

A - S63254 - Engine lid hinge panel inner reinforcement panel Bus 3/55-7/63
B - S63266 - Engine lid hinge panel inner reinforcement panel Bus 8/63-7/66
C - S03145 - Engine lid mount panel under tailgate outer Bus 55-62
D - S03143 - Engine lid mount panel under tailgate outer 63-66
E - S00140 - Rear valance Bus 58-65
F - S00142 - Rear valance Bus 66-67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Rear Engine Lid

A - Coming Soon
B - S00433 - Locker door & engine lid hinge 3/55-7/76
C - S00434 - Locker door & engine lid hinge seals 55-76
D - S00438 - Engine lid stay 64-71 & pick up locker door stay 64-79
E - S77677 - Engine lid church key style Bus 5/58-12/63
F - S77679 - Engine lid church key style Bus 12/63-8/66
G - Coming Soon
H - S77680 - Engine lid church key style Bus 8/66-67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Pillars & Posts

A - S23579 - Complete B post non cargo door side
LHD Left side Bus 3/55-12/63

B - S32577 - Complete B post cargo door side
Right side Bus 3/55-12/60

C - S78979 - Complete B post cargo door side
Left side Bus 3/55-12/60

D - S38506 - Complete B post non cargo door side
RHD Right side Bus 3/55-12/63
A - S39269 - Complete C post Left cargo door
full height 3/55-12/60

B - S39300 - Complete C post Right cargo door
full height 3/55-12/60

C - S39306 - Complete C post Left cargo door
full height 12/60-7/67

D - S39307 - Complete C post Right cargo door
full height 12/60-7/67
A - S85421 - D post inner full height Left 3/55-7/63

B - S85422 - D post inner full height Right 3/55-7/63
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Wholesale Orders Welcome

Split Screen - Pillars & Posts

A - S39989 - Complete A post Left Bus 55-67
B - S39990 - Complete A post Right Bus 55-67
C - S39991 - Complete A post Left Bus 8/63-7/67
D - S39993 - Complete A post Right Bus 8/63-7/67
A = S32588 - A to B pillar connecting repair above cab door Left 3/55-7/63

B = S32590 - A to B pillar connecting repair above cab door Right 3/55-7/63

C = S63548 - A to B pillar connecting repair above cab door Left Bus 7/63-7/67

D = S63549 - A to B pillar connecting repair above cab door Right Bus 7/63-7/67
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Wholesale Orders Welcome

Split Screen - Roofs

A = S38977 - Complete roof Bus 55-67
B = S38978 - Complete roof with sunroof hole Bus 55-67
C = S49990 - Complete samba roof with sunroof hole & skylight holes Bus 55-67
D = S38979 - Front roof 1/4 Bus 55-67
E = S38882 - Rear 1/4 roof panel Bus 55-67
A = S00115 - Skylight inner reinforcement panel Left 3/55-7/67
B = S60116 - Samba rear roof repair inner one side 3 windows Left 55-67
C = S25893 - Front roof reinforcement Bus 3/55-7/67
D = S25894 - Middle roof reinforcement Bus 3/55-7/67
E = S25895 - Rear roof reinforcement & hing support Bus 8/63-7/67
A - S37988 - Front roof gutter and vent panel 12/55-7/63
B - S32468 - Front roof gutter and vent panel 8/63-7/67
C - S90087 - Front corner gutter repair above cab Left Bus 55-67
D - S00111 - Front corner gutter repair above cab Right Bus 55-67
E - S27895 - Roof gutter front left Bus 8/63-7/67
F - S27568 - Roof gutter front right Bus 8/63-7/67
**A** - S54677 - Straight roof gutter section 2400mm Left or Right 3/55-7/63

**B** - S73642 - Roof gutter above cargo doors Left side Bus 3/55-7/63

**C** - S73641 - Roof gutter above cargo doors Right side Bus 3/55-7/63

**D** - S45237 - Roof gutter Left side Bus 8/63-7/67

**E** - S89613 - Roof gutter for above cargo doors Right side Bus 8/63-7/67

**F** - S89612 - Roof gutter for above cargo doors Left side Bus 8/63-7/67

**G** - S45236 - Roof gutter Right side Bus 8/63-7/67
Wholesale Orders Welcome
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Roofs

A - S99699 - Rear corner roof gutter Left or Right Bus 3/55-7/63
B - S32616 - Roof gutter rear left Roof gutter rear left Bus 08/63-07/67
C - S32615 - Roof gutter rear right Bus 8/63-7/67
D - S73644 - Rear roof gutter above tailgate Bus 3/55-7/63
E - S73645 - Rear roof gutter above tailgate Bus 8/63-7/67
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Wholesale Orders Welcome

Split Screen - Bumpers

A - S01030 - Front bumper iron Left Bus 8/58-67
B - S01031 - Front bumper iron Right 8/58-67
C - S04050 - Rear bumper iron 58-67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Windows

A - S00259 - Door top frame in primer Left Bus 55-67
B - S00260 - Door top frame in primer Right Bus 55-67
C - Coming Soon
D - Coming Soon
E - Coming Soon
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Wholesale Orders Welcome

Split Screen - Front Wheel Arches

A = S77758 - Front wheel arch Left Bus 55-62
B = S77759 - Front wheel arch Right Bus 55-62
C = S77845 - Front wheel arch Left Bus 62-67
D = S77846 - Front wheel arch Right Bus 62-67
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Wholesale Orders Welcome

Split Screen - Chassis

A - S00133 - Top hat section under ribbed floor Bus 55-79
B - S00133 - Top hat section under ribbed floor Bus 55-79
C - S22311 - Rear boxed top hat section under ribbed floor 1 needed per bus 55-7/59
D - S60134 - Rear boxed top hat section under ribbed floor 1 needed per bus 7/59-67
E - S00134 - Rear boxed top hat section under ribbed floor 1 needed per bus 7/59-67
F - S00129 - Front chassis section with heater hole 50-67
G - S00131 - Rear chassis section with heater holes Bus 50-67
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Wholesale Orders Welcome

Split Screen - Chassis

A - S37988 - Rear outrigger Left Bus 50-7/59
B - S37989 - Rear outrigger Right Bus 50-7/59
C - S00167 - Outrigger to rear jacking point Left Bus 50-67
D - S78910 - Outrigger to rear jacking point Right Bus 50-67
E - S00166 - Chassis outrigger front fits Left or Right Bus 50-67
F - S00168 - Front jacking point Left Bus 50-67
G - S00169 - Front jacking point Right Bus 55-67
H - S00170 - Rear jacking point fits Left or Right Bus 52-67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Chassis

A - S00073 - Outer sill under side doors fits Left or Right 50-67
B - S00076 - Inner sill all Bus & Pick up Left or Right
C - S00076 - Inner sill all Bus & Pick up Left or Right
D - S95788 - Inner front chassis leg Left Bus 55-67
E - S95789 - Inner front chassis leg Right Bus 55-67
A - S63214 - Chassis section complete Left Bus -7/67

B - S63215 - Chassis section complete Right Bus -7/67

C - S33554 - Master cylinder cross member LHD Bus 3/55-7/67
A - S48344 - Complete Chassis Bus 55-67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Seats

A - Coming Soon
B - Coming Soon
C - Coming Soon
D - Coming Soon
E - Coming Soon
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen - Drop Gates & Side Panels

- H - S23188 - Pick up locker door Bus -7/65
- G - S45473 - Single cab short side panel Right LHD 8/62-7/66
- F - S45472 - Single cab short side panel Right LHD 52-62
- E - S42035 - Single cab short side panel Left RHD 8/62-7/66
- D - S42034 - Single cab short side panel Left RHD 52-62
- C - S53557 - Single cab & Double cab rear tail gate Bus 10/53-7/67 & 68-79
- B - S53556 - Single cab drop gate Right Bus 10/53-7/67

Contact Details:

customandcommercial.com
info@customandcommercial.com
Unit 31, Bookham Industrial Estate, Church Road, Great Bookham, Surrey, KT23 3EU
Split Screen / Baywindow - Rear Corners

A - S34887 - Pick up rear corner for single and double cab Left 58-7/63
B - S34888 - Pick up rear corner for single and double cab Right 58-7/63
C - S00064 - Pick up rear corner for single and double cab Left 8/63-7/66
D - S00065 - Pick up rear corner for single and double cab Right 8/63-7/66
E - S22788 - Pick up rear corner for single and double cab Left 8/66-7/67
F - S22789 - Pick up rear corner for single and double cab Right 8/66-7/67
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen / Baywindow - Drop Gate

A - S48399 - Single cab or double cab pick up drop side hook to body Left 8/52-79
B - S48400 - Single cab or double cab pick up drop side hook to body Right 8/52-79
C - S28008 - Single cab or double cab pick up drop side hook to rear gate Left 8/52-79
D - S28018 - Single cab or double cab pick up drop side hook to rear gate Right 8/52-79
E - S34011 - Pick up drop side hook eyelet fits Left or Right 55-79
F - S34012 - Pick up drop rear hook eyelet fits Left or Right 2 needed per pick up Bus 55-79
G - S37955 - Engine lid & locker door stay mounting bracket Bus 3/55-12/63
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen / Baywindow - Roof & Cab

A - S23492 - Single cab pick up roof Bus 3/55-6/67
B - S79579 - Rear window upper panel pick-up Bus 8/52-7/67
C - S34676 - Rear window panel pick-up Bus 8/52-7/65
D - S77779 - Rear window panel cross beam pick-up Bus 8/52-7/67
Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Wholesale Orders Welcome

Split Screen / Baywindow - Pillars & Panels

A - S32869 - Pick up complete B post for single cab Left 3/55-12/63
B - S32870 - Pick up complete B post for single cab Right 3/55-12/63
C - S23940 - Pick up bulk head panel between cab and loading bed Bus 8/52-7/79
D - S43098 - Pick up cabin separation panel -7/67
E - S88288 - Pick up panel engine/fuel tank -7/65
F - S44544 - Pick up complete B post for single cab Left 64-7/67
G - S44545 - Pick up complete B post for single cab Right 64-7/67
H - S34444 - Pick up rear D post for single and double cab Left 55-7/67
I - S34445 - Pick up rear D post for single and double cab Right 55-7/67

customandcommercial.com
info@customandcommercial.com
Unit 31, Bookham Industrial Estate, Church Road, Great Bookham, Surrey, KT23 3EU
Split Screen / Baywindow - Chassis

A - S32151 - Roof gutter single cab pick up Left 3/55-7/67
B - S32150 - Roof gutter single cab pick up Right 3/55-7/67
C - S00063 - Platform tray for single and double cab Left 58-7/67
D - S00062 - Battery tray for single and double cab Right 58-7/67
A - S32147 - Cargo floor under load bed single cab pick up Left 55-7/67

B - S32148 - Cargo floor under load bed single cab pick up Right 55-7/67
A - S36356 - Front bed sections for Single cab pick up sold as a pair Bus -7/67

B - S36357 - Rear bed sections for Single cab pick up sold as a pair Bus -7/67
A - S46848 - Rear bed frame for Single cab pick up Bus 55-7/71
Wholesale Orders Welcome

Suppliers of VW parts for your Beetle, Split, Bay, Ghia, T25, and T3

Split Screen / Baywindow - Load Bed

A - S46432 - Rear engine lid mount panel for single cab or double cab pick up Bus -7/71
B - S75123 - Side gate hinge panel Left Pick-up Bus 55 -7/71
C - S75124 - Side gate hinge panel Right Pick-up Bus 55 -7/71
D - S29992 - Top hat section under pick up bed for single and double cab 50-79
E - S28990 - Single cab outer sill under locker door 55-67
F - S88289 - Pick up divider panels engine/fuel tank -7/65